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This article or section is about something oldschool - and awesome. Make sure your glasses with rose hues are on nice and tight, and prepare for a wonderful walk down the nostalgia band. The Gates of Firestorm Peak is a 1996 adventure module for Advanced Dungeons &amp; Dragons 2nd written by Bruce R. Cordell. Designed for 5-8
levels. The cover features an angry duergar fighting party: so as far as newbie is concerned, that's what the module about. Heh. Firestorm Peak, a spring of water for quickstep River in the Shirelands, is one of those magical mountains that appear in D&amp;D. Here, with the eponymous storms every 27 years, when the dragon's theme
comes close; all very Clark Ashton Smith. The town of Longbridge grew nearby, mainly as a tourist trap. But now the city is affected by Color Out Of Space: mutation, madness, you know - as usual. Backstory[edit] This article contains spoilers! You've been warned. A long time ago, the Elder elves arrived here from The Warhammer and
thought of this mountain as a good place to knock around for other planes. Eventually they found what Cordell calls the Far Land. Guess what happened. 300 years ago, the duergar chased a vein of MacGuffinite - nephelium here (niiice) - to this mountain. They made sure they didn't break the surface and arrange a town here. 81 years
ago, a Madreus, Butcher of Havenburg (wherever) passwall'ed and dimensiondoor'ed his way past duergar right to Elf Atelier Elf Elf Elf Elf Elf. Madreus is on his way to John Carpenter this planet as he conducts research for his Book of The Gate. Most recently a Nigel found out about the Vast Gate and that he was here, and gathered
some to destroy it. His party included Quaren, a human woman, Derik, and Wellfast a dwarf. They ventured here and couldn't get out. Plot[edit] PCs come to Longbridge in search of Nigel where they are - Cordell recommends being the father of a party member. Or maybe they're just curious. The Outer Complex is the duergar region, with
hooks to the wider Underdark. Wellfast now controls the duergar here. His brain was invaded by gibberslugs: think the worms of Kyuss, but Lovecraftian. Madreus, by arresting the progress of gibberslugs, controls Wellfast. The twisted caverns, from there, are full of moved trolls and extraterrestrial horrors, as well as enslaved duergar.
There is also a living wall, easily the most horrible monster in baseline 2nd: Cordell does not disappoint, sticking Quaren in this regard. Here the Vast Gate awaits, along with Madreus - and Nigel, whom Madreus now dominates. The party, when it's ready, can make up for even more of its Gate Book. I'm always glad to see a in his
manuscript edition. Legacy [edit] Firestorm Peak brought Strange into the game as no other adventure has done (so well) before, even even Below; and, with that, it was a crowning achievement of the second edition. Its main legacy of this game is Far Realm, which has become the defining source for all Yog-Sothothery in D&amp;D in
each edition thereafter. The Gates of Firestorm Peak The Gates of Firestorm Peak is an adventure module published for Advanced Dungeons &amp; Dragons 2nd edition in 1996. It is intended for four to six characters level 5 to 8. Spoiler alert: The following article contains spoilers for a Dungeons &amp; Dragons product. Plot[edit | edit
source] Background[edit | edit source] In the Mountains of Frost at the north of the Shirelands rises Firestorm Peak, the so-called wonderful eruption of flame that takes place every twenty-seven years. Locals in the village of Longbridge celebrate the event with a one-month-old Film Festival. But in the last five years there's been a dark
period called the Cursed Season. Animal birth, murder became commonplace, and horrible monsters were seen in the mountains. Unknown to the player characters, an old and most powerful portal is in The Firestorm Peak, created in ancient times by the elderly elves, the ancestors of the High Elves. It is triggered once every 27 years,
and can open a portal for any time or place in the multiverse. This time, the mad alienist Madreus opened it into the distant and dangerous realm. Synopsis[edit | edit source] A streak of fire through the sky, called by the locals the Dragon's Tear, seems to ignite the top of the mountain at the top of the Firestorm. The ancient Outer Gates,
created in the mountains of glass nefelium, open to this heavenly event, as is usually the case, remaining open only for 28 days. The player's characters venture further into the mountain, discovering in a vast settlement of the mad duo. In the twisted passages beyond there are unwisely called horrible alien creatures from the Far Land.
They must defeat Madreus and close the portal before it is too late. Development[edit | edit source] The Gates of Firestorm Peak was written by Bruce Cordell, beginning a month after he was hired by TSR in 1995. This was Cordell's first major writing work, and will introduce the dimension known as the Far Land. [1] The product name
was suggested in advance by Roger Moore. Cordell was tasked with creating an adventure module that would use player's Option series rules of sourcebooks. The module eventually made The Player's Option optional, including sections that refer to these rules on the assumption that not all players would possess these cards. Influence
and reception[edit | edit source] The Gates of Firestorm Peak introduced Far Realm in D&amp;D. Firestorm Peak, and its portalsmiths forgotten by elves will be mentioned later in Master's Guide (5th) (2014), p.68. In November 2004, Dungeon Magazine #116 rated The Gates of Firestorm Peak as the 11th 11th The D&amp;D adventure of
all time. John Rateliff, who edited the module, praised its writing and originality. This adventure is proof that fresh talent will always come along and make you familiar with so much rods and so many personal touches that everything seems new again. [2] Shannon Appelcline credits this adventure with establishing the link between
D&amp;D's type of abberation creature and the Cthulhu myth, which had previously only been explained as experimental creations of mad wizards. The module also rejuvenated the use of lovecraftian horror influences in D&amp;D, something that was more common in early adventures, but none from WG5 Mordenkainen by Gary Gygax
in 1984. [3] In 2009, blogger Will Mistretta praised the adventure, describing his reputation as improved over time. He described it as provocative and non-linear, with an excellent progression from the worldly world to the other world. However, he believed that most players never used the characteristics of the player's choice. [4] External
links[edit | edit source] The Gates of Firestorm Peak (2e) on Dungeon Masters Guild References[edit | edit source] The Gates of Firestorm PeakRules necessibleAdvanced Dungeons &amp; Dragons, 2nd editionAuthorsBruce CordellFirst published1996 The Gates of Firestorm Peak is an adventure module for the second edition of the
role-playing game Advanced Dungeons &amp; Dragons fantasy. The Adventure was published in 1996 and was written by Bruce Cordell, with the cover of Jeff Easley and the interior art by Arnie Swekel. Design The Gates of Firestorm Peak incorporates Player's Option rules into the adventure scenario, especially those in Player's Option:
Combat &amp; Tactics and Player's Option: Skills &amp; Powers. [1] The Gates of Firestorm Peak was designed to be used with both the player's standard rules and Deption AD&amp;D rules and adds player's Option Consideration comments at the end of each description or meeting. [2] The Far Realm, an aircraft of lovecraftian
madness, was created by Bruce Cordell for The Gates of Firestorm Peak. [3] A plot summary in The Gates of Firestorm Peak, deep in a mountain many years ago, the elderly elves carved a portal that allowed them to explore new worlds. [2] Powered by the Dragon's Tear, a 27-year-old comet, the elves were able to connect directly to an
alternate reality. [2] The elves are long gone, but the bond remains intact, and with the return of the comet, an entire alien world is about to reverse. [2] Gates of Firestorm Peak begins in the Shirelands, in the village of Longbridge, located at the foot of the mountain range containing Firestorm Peak. In prehistory, the Elder elves prospered
during the previous era of the world and created a magic under Firestorm Peak, where they opened a gate to the Far Land, which opens every 27 years. Over time, the bizarre physical laws and alien madness of size began to deform the areas under the mountain. Three hundred years ago, a colony of duergar settled nearby and became
guardians of the corrupt area. Decades ago, the evil summoner Madreus bypassed the duergar and gained mastery of the creatures of the Far Land that live in the complex under Firestorm Peak. Over the past five years, he has gained control of the duergar, and his studies and experiments have begun to provoke manifestations of
warped behavior in nature and society to spread beyond the legendary mountain. If not stopped by the player's characters, the gate will eventually provide Madreus with the energies and allies he needs to bring the madness of the Far Land to the rest of the world. Reception Trenton Webb reviewed The Gates of Firestorm Peak for Arcane
magazine, rating it a 9 out of 10 overall. [2] He called the premise of the mighty adventure, if it is a little stargate noting that it would normally be enough to justify an adventure module. And it would be noteworthy for its solid design, varied structure and additional high quality artwork. However, what really makes Firestorm Peak different is
that it is designed to be used with both the standard and the Ad&amp;D rules of the player option. [2] Webb more fully commented on the player's choice rules: Now, while the Player's Option series has undoubtedly refined an extremely inadequate combat system and cleaned up the casting of spells, it has also introduced a bunch of new
rules. And although each of these new rules has been clearly explained in isolation, seeing them all in practice is an absolute necessity if you want to understand the full impact of the system. As the first showcase supplement for the system, Firestorm Peak does an excellent job. [2] He continued: With the simple addition of comments on
the player's option at the end of each description or meeting, referees can see where standard games and Player's Option differ. More importantly, these footnotes illustrate the additional depth that can be added to play if used well. [2] Webb concluded his review by saying: The Gates of Firestorm Peak is a completely playable, if
somewhat long, adventure for all AD&amp;D hackers. Because if you haven't teamed up with the new rules, you'll wonder why its players get some large-scale maps and cropped cardboard pieces, but old-style AD&amp;Ders doesn't. [2] The Gates of Firestorm Peak was ranked 11th in the greatest Dungeons &amp; Dragons adventure of
all time by Dungeon magazine in 2004, on the 30th anniversary of Dungeons &amp; Dragons. Referințe ^ Cordell, Bruce. The Gates of Firestorm Peak (TSR, 1996) ^ a b c d e f g h i Webb, Trenton (ianuarie 1997). Jocuri Reviews. Arcane. Editura Viitorului (15): 72. ^ Shannon Appelcline (2011). Designeri &amp; Dragoni. Editura
Mangustă. p. 299. 299. ^ Mona, Erik; Jacobs, James (2004). The 30 greatest D&amp;D adventures of all time. Dungeon. Paizo Publishing (116): 78. Taken from
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